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Madagascar (1). Hannah Wood, the Smithsonian’s curator of 

arachnids and myriapods (spiders and millipedes/centipedes) has 

just published a paper describing 18 new species of pelican spiders 

that she discovered in the forests of Madagascar. Pelican spiders 

(named after their large jaws that resemble a pelican’s beak) are a 

fascinating subgroup of spiders that live by hunting and eating 

other spiders, using their immense jaws to impale their prey 

(pictured). Pelican spiders are also living fossils. “What my 

research has shown,” said Wood, “is that these spiders have likely 

been on Madagascar since Pangaean times, 180 million years 

ago.” These spiders were likely hunting before Madagascar was an 

island, and long before their pelican namesakes had even evolved. 

Congratulations to Dr. Wood for her fascinating discovery! 

(Thanks to the Smithsonian for the image. Check out more images 

and the Smithsonian’s full press release at goo.gl/Cssr1Z). 

 

Madagascar (2). A new species of lemur discovered in two 

national parks in southeastern Madagascar has been officially 

described. Grove’s dwarf lemur (Cheirogaleus grovesi) is smaller than a squirrel and is reddish-brown, 

with black rings around its large eyes. It is the 112th species of lemur known to humanity, and the 703rd 

species of primate. For more info and some very cute pictures, copy goo.gl/ihNfYD into a browser 

window. 

 

NYC. New York City has sued the world’s five largest publicly traded 

oil companies for damages from climate changes. The lawsuit states 

that BP, Chevron, ExxonMobil, Royal Dutch Shell, and 

ConocoPhillips have together contributed about 11% of human-caused 

greenhouse gas emissions, and holds them responsible for the costs of 

protecting New York City from climate change. One major example 

of climate’s impacts on NYC is the destruction wrought by 

Superstorm Sandy (pictured, a Sandy-struck house in Brooklyn). “The 

city of New York is taking on these five giants because they are the 

central actors, they are the first ones responsible for this crisis and 

they should not get away with it anymore,” said New York City mayor 

Bill de Blasio. “We’re going after those who have profited. And what 

a horrible, disgusting way to profit — the way it puts so many 

people’s lives in danger.” This lawsuit is a milestone in the history of 

climate law and justice. Its prospects in court are unclear, but it has already made a profound statement. 

goo.gl/Cssr1Z
goo.gl/ihNfYD
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Antarctica. For years, 

glaciologists and climate 

scientists have been worried 

about the West Antarctic Ice 

Sheet (pictured) and 

specifically the Thwaites 

Glacier. Unlike other ice 

sheets in the Arctic and 

Antarctic, the unique 

geography of this region 

makes it a potential major 

contributor to sea level rise. 

Much of the bedrock below 

the glacier is below sea level, 

meaning that when the oceans warm (as they are doing now due to climate change) warm water can 

seep below the glacier, eroding the connection between the ice and the land and speeding up the 

collapse of the glacier into the ocean. This leads to a runaway vicious cycle getting worse with time, 

with more melting ice letting in more water which melts more ice…and so on. Scientists are worried 

because if the West Antarctic Ice Sheet (WAIS) completely collapsed, a definite possibility due to 

continuing warming (Thwaites Glacier is already retreating by 1 kilometer per year), world sea levels 

would rise by fifteen feet-far more than the 2-5 feet projected under current climate models. Although 

much of the science is still uncertain, the geography of the WAIS makes it a ticking time bomb. 

Now, Dr. Michael Wolovick, a postdoctoral researcher at Princeton University, has a plan to protect the 

glaciers. For the last two years, he has been studying how targeted geoengineering could prevent sea 

level rise. After extensive computer modeling, Wolovick has come up with a potential solution for the 

WAIS collapse problem. If wide, flat “sills” of ocean floor material were constructed in front of the 

glaciers, they could prevent warm water from seeping beneath them.“It’s nothing particularly 

technologically advanced,” Dr. Wolovick said in an interview with The Atlantic,. “I’m imagining 

something like a big pile of sand or other loose aggregate, and maybe an outer layer of boulders to 

protect against tides.” In Dr. Wolovick’s early, rough simulations, these sills could expand a glacier’s 

lifespan by 900 years. Even in the pessimistic scenarios, where the glacier erodes quickly enough to 

destroy the sill, it prevents catastrophic collapse for 400-500 years. Dr. Wolovick recommends testing 

the sill concept on smaller, 1 to 2-mile-wide glaciers in Greenland, and if it works, moving on to West 

Antarctica. This plan would require some international cooperation and a lot of work (the Thwaites 

Glacier’s oceanfront is more than 60 miles wide) but is definitely possible. This is one of the most 

innovative ideas yet to fight climate change. 

Thanks to NASA for the image. For more information on the West Antarctic Ice Sheet, check out 

NASA’s page on it at https://goo.gl/vbeFho. For more information on Dr. Wolovick’s idea, check out 

the Atlantic’s fascinating article at https://goo.gl/Whe2eh. Again, copy and paste the links. 

https://goo.gl/vbeFho
https://goo.gl/Whe2eh
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Peru. On January 11th, 2018, Peru created a 

massive new protected area in the Amazon 

Rainforest. The newborn Yaguas National 

Park is the size of Yellowstone National Park 

in America, and is home to over 3,000 

species of plants, 550 species of fish, 500 

species of birds, and 160 species of 

mammals, including manatees, river 

dolphins, and the South American tapir 

(pictured). Yaguas is also home to 29 

indigenous communities, whose traditional 

resource use rights will be maintained. This 

is spectacular use for biodiversity and the 

preservation of the Amazon rainforest. Great 

news! 

 

Asthma. A new study has found that asthma costs the US economy $81.9 billion a year. The study, 

published in the Annals of the American Thoracic Society, extrapolated from a national health survey to 

calculate the costs of medical expenses, missed workdays, and deaths caused by asthma. The study 

authors posit that their cost estimate is actually too low, as they had no way of factoring in the costs 

from people whose asthma went untreated. This study’s results highlight the false economy of 

President Trump’s attacks on environmental regulations. Obama’s Clean Power Plan, which would 

have greatly reduced climate-harming and asthma-causing pollutants, had estimated costs of only about 

2.5 billion by 2020 (according to the Union of Concerned Scientists). When Trump canceled the Clean 

Power Plan, he was putting American lives at risk and harming the economy. 

 

Pakistan. Karachi, Pakistan, is running out of water. The megacity of 20 million people requires 1,100 

million gallons of water per day (mgd), but is only getting 550 mgd, according to the Karachi Water 

and Sewerage Board. Rising temperatures, declining rainfall, a growing population, and government 

corruption have created a critical scarcity. Even the international airport is facing a shortfall of 500,000 

gallons per day, while many of the Karachiites who do get water complain that it is undrinkable, with 

fecal matter, E. coli, and insects often present. The water scarcity has spawned a lucrative “tanker 

mafia” that sells water at extortionate prices. Although Karachi is a coastal city, desalinization is far too 

expensive for the region. The Karachi-4 project hopes to build a new pipeline to Keenjhar Lake to ease 

the water shortage, but the underlying problems of climate change and overpopulation remain. For 

more information, copy goo.gl/FjrLbR into a browser window. 

 

goo.gl/FjrLbR
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California. In an innovative new treatment, veterinarians in California have bandaged an injured puma 

with sterilized tilapia skin. The young puma (also known as a cougar, panther, or mountain lion) had 

been caught in the Thomas fire that raged through Southern California. For more information and 

pictures, check out https://goo.gl/UMqLvb.  

 

Anthropocene. An international working group has been formally analyzing the case for official 

designation of the Anthropocene, a geologic epoch of time where humans are the major force affecting 

Earth and the concept that gave this newsletter its name. Now, in a newly published study, they may 

have found a “golden spike” in the geological record, where the beginning of the Anthropocene has 

been clearly identified. From 1952 to 1955, a wide range of physical, biological and chemical markers 

exhibited significant changes due to human activity, with carbon emissions and nuclear fallout being 

some of the most noticeable. "The range of environments we are working with is remarkable -- from 

polar ice and snow layers to deep lake and sea floors to the skeletons of reef corals and stalactites in 

caves.” said Professor Mark Williams, a coauthor of the study. “The fact that signals of the 

Anthropocene are so sharply visible in all of these shows just how pervasive human impact has been on 

the planet in post-war times." Fascinating news. 

 

East China Sea. After days of burning, the SANCHI oil tanker has sunk, releasing its cargo and its own 

fuel to create a giant oil slick. As of January 15th, that slick had an area of 46 square miles. There may 

also be a much larger underwater slick. Oceanographic models estimate that the oil will not reach the 

shore for about three months, but the damage to the local marine life is likely already immense. For 

more information and a video, check out the BBC’s article on the SANCHI disaster at 

https://goo.gl/as14Q8. More news as it develops. 

 

Climoji. Marina Zurkow, an environmental artist from New York University, has designed a set of 

climate-change themed emojis. The Climoji set includes depictions of flooding, pollution, heat waves, 

and biodiversity loss, with this first Climoji set focusing on the threat climate change poses in order to 

raise awareness. Zurkow plans to create a second set highlighting hopeful responses, such as renewable 

energy and recycling, once she gets the funding. You can download Climojis at Climoji.org. 

 

Belize. The small Central American nation of Belize has banned all oil exploration in its waters, 

making a powerful statement that they value their environment over fossil fuels. Belize’s waters 

contain the Belize Barrier Reef, one of the largest coral reefs in the world, and are a major driver of the 

nation’s economy. The Guardian reports that over 50% of Belizeans depend on tourism or fishing for 

their income-two industries that could be greatly harmed by oil exploration. Good move, Belizeans. 

 

https://goo.gl/UMqLvb
https://goo.gl/as14Q8
Climoji.org

